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XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1970 NO. 8 
~ ·' ··~'.· 
AAUP Defends Academic Freedom; 
Upholds Right ~f Peaceful Dissent 
. f:L, (Washington, · D.C.) The individuals or damage 
~.:'i~ American Association of institutional facilities or disrupt 
.~ University Professors emphasizes the classes of one's teachers or 
. \~~ tha~ "the faculty's responsibility to colleagues." 
... ; ;'~ deferid its freedoms cannot be The AAUP statement calls on 
·'t'~ }9' tr" .: ' . separated from its responsibility to college and university faculties to 
; · . f fl. uphold those freedoms by its own "join with other members of the 
'fa~ l 
actions." In a statement on. academic community in the 
.rs' , " "Freedom and Responsibi.lity". development of procedures to be 
, developed against the background used in the event of serious 
/ . -: l1~ of campus tension and unrest, the diaruption," and to ensure faculty 
. . . . . • . ·:' · ·· ~ elected Council of the 90,000- "consultation .in major decisions, 
"''"'" ""' -~~~'i: ·e •· member organization of professors particularly those related to the 
offers the active cooperation of the calling of external security forces 
the leader in setting standards of 
academic freedom and 
responsibility for the teaching 
profession. Its 1940 Statement of 
Principles on Academic Freedom 
and Tenure, prepared jointly with 
the Association of American 
Colleges, is endorsed by over 80 
educational and professional 
societies and countless colleges and 
universities. Its 1966 Statement on 
Professional Ethics outlines the 
basic responsibilities of faculty 
members. 
AAUP in seeking adherence to to the campus." It encourages each S R 
c h ti . .. . . .. . . . basic norms of professional college and university faculty "to avage eturns 
ome to t e 1rst maJor s1t-m concert featurmg Chicago at responsibility and academic assume a more positive role as S 
Xavier Fieldhouse Saturday, ~ove~ber 21at8:30_p.m. Tickets freedom. guardian of academic values .Next emester 
are on sale across from the Grill dady. · t · t'fied Its fr m 
'Chicago' Plays· Field.house 
Saturday Night At 8:~0 
The St. Thomas More Pre-Law 
Society of Xavier University is 
sponsoring its second annual Pre-
Law Clinic on Saturday, November 
21. The program will begin with an 
assembly in Kelley Auditorium ·of 
Alter Hall at 1 P.M. This will be 
followed by four fourty-five minute 
sessions led by law school led by 
law school deans or their 
repre8entatives. 
The following law schools-and 
perhaps oth1n·-,-wi!l be represented: 
Capital • .• ersity, Case-Western 
Rese . . e University, Catholic 
University of America, Salmon P. 
Chase, University of Cincinnati, 
Cleveland-Marshall College of 
Law, University of Detroit, 
Duquesne University, Howard 
University, Indiana University · 
(Indianapolis), Loyola University 
(Chicago), Ohio Northern 
University, Ohio State University, 
St. Louis University, Toledo 
University, and. Vanderbilt 
University. 
Registration for the program will 
begin at noon in the foyer of Alter 
Hall. This is an ex'cellent 
opportunity for pre-law students to 
meet with law school 
representatives and obtain 
. ~nnlication form11 and catalogues. 
Partridge, Helmes Assume 
New Administrative Posts 
NOTICE 
The Senior Class is spon-
soring a B.Y.O. Dance at the 
Armory on November 21st 
after the "Chicago" concert 
until 2:00 a.m. The dance is 
open to everyone. Price: $3.00 
drag and $2.00 stag. "The 
Banned," Xavier's own will be 
featured. Come casual. Free 
mix and ice will be provided. 
B.Y.O.B. 
agams unJUS i assau o Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J., 
its own members." To this end, the . who has been on a leave of absence 
AAU~ st~tement su~gests t?at · this past semester, ·to work as 
faculties give systematic attention chaplain of the Neuman Center at 
to the. development of "a mo~e Southern Mississippi, will return to 
versatile body of academic the Xavier- c~mipus for the second 
sanctions," including warnings semester. . .. , 
and reprimands, in a~dition to the . . 
ultimate sanction of dismissal. M~. Joseph Wessling, act~ng 
chairman of the Enghsh 
In all sanctioning efforts, the Department, stated that Father 
statement concludes, "it is vital Savage will be teaching Old 
~hat proceedings be conducted with English Literature to 
fairness to the individual, that undergraduate . students, and a 
faculty judgments play a crucial · graduate seminar course on 
role and that adverse judgments be Critical p,.0 blems in Twentieth 
founded on demonstrated Century British Literature. 
violationsofappropriatenorms." F th S. -.· · ·11 l b · a er avage WI a so e 
The AAUP, which is instructing a course in Theological 
headquartered in Washington, Themes at St. Gregory Seminary 
D.C., has for fifty-five years been during the second semester. 
I• 
' 
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Editorial : 
The Publication• Committee 
ia at it aaain. A year and a 
half ago, this univeraity com~ 
mittee decided that tile be'at 
thing it could do is contem· 
plate its collective na~el and 
are inextricably mixed. However, publi-ation "cenmonhlp." Pre- ·path to earnin1 the rea.,.ct of the 
the report fails because it - and claely where that leave•. the univenity administration, which it 
the committee, ·apparently - ma«er la ~ ~oot queatlon. . obviously has not enjoyed, and the 
refuse to consider certain facts of· Clearly, the president could not gratitude and.foyalty of· the staffs 
life. · · · be expect.ed to accept the state-· · ~f the three publications. 
The report .states: 'The ad- ment as it was presented to him. · Such a role for the Publications 
visor's J.'.Ole is pre-publication .. To do so would_put the ~fficers of Committee would not at all be out 
guidance and . post-publication the university corporation in' mi of touch with current trends across ... . . . - .. . 
Directions For A New Journalism 
. - . 
wait for opportunitiefs to ex":" crit.icism!' ·According io the·.-1964 .· ~ntenable ~osition: Furthermore, the country as a recent study of· the 
hibit the absurdity o its own p 1 St te t fi ed 
existence. And opportunities 0 icy - a men re err · _ t.Q.. the statement given him conflicts University of California's news-
of J0 ust this nature have a mar· above, "pre-publication guidance" directly with the 1964 Statement · papers illustrates. This study was 
gives the faculty advisor final say · . ~ ' 
velous way of impinging them· as to what may and may not be _ which was approved by t~e Board conducted by a special commission 
selves on its otherwise printed. Of course, the advisor of Trustees; For the president to consisting of Norman Isaacs, pre~i­
quiescent life. need not exercise this power of approve this new report as ":as dent of the American Society of 
The Publications Committee is censorship _ but if he chooses not w?uld have been a breach of faith Newspaper Editors and executive 
a tri-partite committee working to use it, he is a sitting duck for wit~ the .board. Also, the new editor _of the. Louis~ll~. 9ou~ier­
under the aegis of the Dean of law suits. The new Costello sub- policy ou~m~ ~Y the report s~ms 'Journal; Thomas Wmsh1p, editor, 
Student Affairs to advise him on committee report, however; from all mdications to be entir-:ly Boston Globe; Edw.ard ~arr~tt, 
matters pertainin1 to the univer- sharply curtails the advisors' pre- out· of character for Father. Nie- former dean, Col'!mb~a Umv~r~1ty 
sity's student publications - the publication responsibility. 'The porte, wh~, us~lly reliable· Schoolo~Jo~al1Sm, and W~liam 
Yearbook, Aethenaeum, and' student press " it asserts "will be sources say, is holding up approval Arthur, immediate past president, 
Xavier News. The first official free of censor~hip and ad~ance ap- of the Jo~t ~tatement .l&r1ely ·be- ~igma _Delta Chi, . a professio~al 
mention of the committee was proval of copy, aild its editor's and cause of its liberal section ~n stu· Journalism ~atermtr, .and edi~ 
made in the 1964 Board of Trustee managers will be free to develop dent press . freed~ms. In View o_f of Look.1:hls com1D1ssion studied. 
Guidelines for the News. In that their own editorial policies and th~ conmd~ations, the Publi- ~· of .c. s student newspapers 
statement, Guideline Ten outline& news Coverage." This version pur- cations ~o~mittee ~m_s ~ have . 1~ relation to those, of ~ cross sec-. 
a committee of administrat.ors, portes to be more in line with the been. quite m-:spons1ble m its J?M- ~on .of the country s student pub-
faculty, and studentil·which would .- Joint Statement and with current ceedmgs. This sad conclu!1~n · bCfltions. 
be responsible for _choosing the . thinking on the role of the student seems all the more tenable smce Its report, as submitted to the 
~tor-in-chief of ,the News.. Be- press. It definitely is at ·odds with probably ~ot all the members of . university's regents by President· 
yond this, the role of the com- certain realities. · the ~ommittee were aware of ~e Charles J. Hit.ch, specifically cites 
mittee was not clear. Student publications, such as ~ll ~mp~ct of the report and .. 1ts · the need for a "welcoming . of 
In fact, the Publications the Xavier News, are regulated implications. And t~o.se that knew publication board responsibility, 
Committee f°irst emerged as a in their behavior by the laws of m~y haye been ~cting more from thus protecting student news-
focal point of.: attention last libel and invasion of privacy, .e~~tential ~espm.~ ~t the untena· papers from pre-censorship." 
spring during'th·~ fiasco of the by copyright and trademark· bihty of t~eir position than from This report also points t.o the 
"Athenaeum ·~ontroversy .'' At rights, and by rulings relating abnly coml mti itment to find· a work· need for "offering student editors 
that time, the 'committee acted to ·the publication of porno-. a e so u on. counsel and training; of opening 
on the premise that it was a graphy, as well as by postal And, on the other hand, if the doors, rather than closing them 
"problem committee" - i.e., if regulations and other various president has "accepted" this and on the p~irt of student staff~ 
a "problem" arqse concerning federal and state regulatory. report after making such a critical a search for, fiscal responsibility 
one of the S:tudent publica- actions. In a small private uni- deletion that the entire meaning as well as news and editorial 
tions, the coniim~tee expected versity like Xavier, the univer- of the report is changed, he has responsibility." This was based on 
to be left holdiiig'·the bag until sity as a corporation and its left the whole issue in a more ob· thecommi~sion'sfindingthatthere 
the heat died\<:l.~.WO· Like the administrators as the officers. scure state than when he picked is "little skilled counsel available 
proposed Univ;er-.ity Senate, it of the corporation bear legal it up.. for editors and their staffs." The 
felt its onl)I::'. @#thority was responsibility for violations, in What Father Nieporte should do commission also found that cam-
moral authority;'It could pass· all these instances. is send the report back to Dean pus papers are generally "ham-
resolutions and issue r~ports, To take a case in point: In the Schearer with instructions that the pered by lack of cooperation from 
but it has no real powers. fall of 1968, the campus doct.or of Publications Committee recon· their normal news sources on the 
Actually, the role the committee Pacific University, Forest Grove, sider their report and make a com· c~mpuses, faint praise for respon-
shuld fill is a real cJilemma: prob- Oregon, sued for $50,000 damages plete study to be sent with the sible performance, and a steady 
ably the only real 'alternative to in a libel suit after an editorial Joint Statement to the Board of stream of criticism for errors of 
being a "problem-committee" lies . which made derogatory remarks . Trustees for consideration at their judgment or execution." The lack 
in pre-publication censorship, the about the campus Health Service next meeting. At that time, the of counseling leaves editors. in a 
· negative power of veto, an alter- and the doctor himself, appeared board could aleo reconsider its virtual vacuum, it reports. 
native. which the m~mbera of the in the school's newspaper, the 1964 Guidelines - which are in , All of the problems this com· 
com1D1ttee have JU&tly found lnde:c. Along with the writer of the themselves vague, . contradictory, mission found nationwide exist 
abhorrent. · edit.orial, the dean of students, the and out-of-date. They were dubi· here, often in 8.n exacerbated 
The upshot of.-the Athenaeum provost, and the president of the . ous in their inception (they origi· form. The Publications Committee 
affair was that the faculty advisor university were named as defend- . nated as an ex post facto law); should be working with the cam· 
of the publication resigned - ap- ants. Interestingly enough, the and they have proved to be equally pus publications toward alleviating 
parently because he was no longer· one person who was not cited was dubious as practical guides. certain problems in these critical 
sure just what his job involved or the editor. Thus, while the sub- . In our first editorial of the year, areasinsteadofhinderingprogi'ess 
suspected that it involved pre- committee's decision that "the we hailed the advent of a "New by it quixotic attitude of defer-· 
publication censorship - and in editor-in-chief of the various pub- Journalism" on college campuses ment. It should be considering 
that, he was not interested. There- .licationswill be personally respon- which we saw as more important ways of better utilizing funds 
fore, at the official request of the sible for all that is printed," is and more responsible than pre· allotted to 'these publications: of 
editor of the Athenaeum, the Pub- undoubtedly true, it is also out of · vious campus journalism. We in· consolidating the Xavier News 
· lications Committee this year set touch with the legal reality. Under vite the Publications Committee with other local college papers -
about defining the role of the the law in its present state, it is . to share with us in carrying out the Mount's, Edgecliff s, and 
faculty advisors of the three publi- unfair to give all authority to make this responsibility. We suggest it Thomas More's. It should be con-
cations. Such a clarification was policy decisions to the editors and is time the committee recognizes sidering a possible change in the 
· clearly in order. ultimate responsibility for these that it must reserve to itself as the format of the Athenaeum toward 
Which brings the issue to the decisions to the school and its agent of the publisher the right to socio-political essays and aca-
present: currently, the committee's officials, the collective publisher. establish g~idelines and rule on d~~ic es~ays, as well as its tra-
findings are in channels in the form The Costello-Publications re- what is - and is not - in accord· d1tional literary and poetic works. 
of a terse, one page report. A pro· port was sent to Dean of Stu- ance with its guidelines. This is It ~hould be .considering the 
duct of a sub-committee chaired dent Affairs Rod Schearer, who not a plea for pre-publication cen- possible demise of the Yearbook 
by the ubiquitous Dan Costello, forwarded it to the acting uni· sorship. It is a call to the Publica· in a ~ate not unlike that of the 
this report in its original draft went versity President, Rev. Victor tions Committee to recognize its debating club. 
far beyond the narrow assignment Nieporte after making a minor r~p~!1sibilit~ an~. be~~· to. ex~t - D.G .R. 
of definiilg .the moderator's role correction. What happened _e_ec_iv_e_e_a_e_r_s_i_P_· __ i_s_1s_t_e ___________ ~P:..:·:.F~.M::.:._· 
and tackled'· the whole issue of next is obscure, but apparently 
Pa•H1h.. eett'. • I th . .... '· · ' ·-press freedom and editorial re· Father Nieporte "accepted" s· eriad• .,. x.': ... &.,::r:l,. L::it:!."3." •;•Pj ••rlns ••eatlaa anl Hl1Dlnatloa ·. 
sponsibility. This in itself is well the report, deleting the key e.oo t>tr 1•r. ' 11n ' Yaai&oa, Olnclnni\I, Ohio •Ho1. 
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Memorial Group to Conduct 
'Ha!r'. ~rrives ·at Shubert 1\londay Prayer Vigil I or War Dead 
The American tribal-love rock .· q~ickly co~firmed that "Hair''- was in sight: The main reason for its by PAUL. McLAUGHLIN 
musical, .HAIR, will play · the indeed a milestone in the American greatness, however, is that it is one . The Xavier Student Memorial All persons interested in reading 
Shubert Theatre for four weeks musical theatre and that of a k~nd. There can never be Committ.ee will conduct a 48 hour names during the vigil are asked to· 
beginning Monday November 23rd Broadway would never quite again another"Hair". · vigil to pray for the war dead on sign up at .the Student Senate 
and continuing through Saturday be the same. The Shubert Theatre is now November 20, 21, and 22. Friday bul~etin board. It is located outside 
December 19th. There are no Since then, "Hair" has indeed accepting mail orders. The box evening at 7:30, the vigil will open the~r o~ce on the first floor of the 
Sunday performances. Matinees become . · an international office will open Monday November with a prayer 11e1vice on the University Center. 
are on Wednesday and Saturday at institution. It is. on its way to 16th from 10:00 AM until 6:00 PM. University Mall. For the next 48 Whatever the individual's· 
2:00 PM Evening performances breaking every known box office Group rates are. available for hours the names of all those feelings on the war, he is urged to 
beginat8:30PM. record in New York, Los Angeles, groupsoftwenty.fiveormore. Americans who have died in take part in this vigil since the 
The Galt MacDermot-J am es Chicago ·and San Francisco, while Vietnam will be read on the Mall. honoring and praying for the dead 
Rado-Gerome Ragni musical, · cont!nuing to flourish in London, Enrollment Up This reading is being done must. hold a revered position in 
directed by Tom- O'Horgan, is Paris, Sydney, Duesseldorf,. primarily in an attempt tA give the every man's heart. · 
currently in its second SRO year on Stockholm and even behind the F · L y "hollow indifference" of statistics 
Broadway and has achieved Iron Curtain in Belgrade. . rom ast ear on the dead a "compelling reality" 
international success in London, Yearly grossed are topping of the individuals that make up 
Paris, Stockholm, Amsterdam, · $lB,OOO,OOO, making it the most The University's overall those statistics. The vigil will end 
Munich, Sydney and Dusseldorf. successful production in the history enrollment is slightly· up this Sunday evening with a service at 
The original cast album has of the stage. New productions keep semester, as compared to the Fall the Our Lady, Queen of Victory 
Spn.ngi'ng up. around the world and semester of1969-70. and Peace Shrine after the 7:30 topp~d all record charts, as well as 
four of its songs, "Aquarius," "Let several film companies have Figures released recently show liturgy in Bellarmine Chapel. 
the Sunshine In," "Hair," and already bid over $1,000,000 for the that the present total for the During the closing service of the 
"Good Morning Starshine." "Hair" movie rights. The end is no where undergraduate day school, vigil a cross will be erected at the 
first opened on Broadway April 29, · Evening College and Graduate Shrine. This is in an attempt to 
i968 at the Biltmore theatre. That )'FA Members Discount School is 6,135, up from 6,069 of a dedicate some sort of a shrine to the 
this night would prove historic was Young Friends of the Arts (YFA) year ago. Korean and Vietnam war dead. 
something ·no one at that time ha11 announced that members may Raymond J. Fellinger, Registrar, Last year this same cross was 
could predict. But the reviews purchase tickets to the tribalrock reports that undergraduate day placed in cement by the shrine. 
Jehs ppen.S.chott 
. For Tours · 
Rev. Richard T. Deters, rector of 
the Jesuit community on the 
Xavier campus, has announced an 
open house for the Schott Building 
on Saturday, November 21 from 2 
to 5 p.m. Relatives, neighbors, and 
friends of the resident Jesuits are 
invited to come for a tour of the new 
building, as well as students, their 
friends, and. faculty. 
musical HAIR for $1.50 and that enrollment now is 2,119, against Two weeks ago it was torn down 
YFA will sponsor a reception for 2,087 in 1969-70. after standing untouched for 
the cast of HAIR on Sunday, almostoneyear . 
Dr. Robert H. Helmes, Dean of November 29. The purpose in using the same 
the Evening Coll~ge, said the 
YFA ti.c.kets are for · . f cross is to· reawake the Xavier any current enrollment of 986 1s one o community to the commitment it 
performance of HAIR during its . the highest in recent years, up from professed last year. All members of 
·last two weeks (Dec. 7 thru .. 19) at. 925 a year ago. . . the Xavier community are urged to 
the.Shubert Theater. Two tickets at .. Very little change we.e made in participate in: this vigil either in the 
$1.50 each may be purchased on the . ·Grad,uaie School·· total. readingoratthequietoftheshrine. 
one YFA card. · ._.' · · · ··' · ,·;· !·' 
The Sunday, Nov. 29, reception 
will take · Place at 3:00 lil, · the~ 
1 
i · 
University of Cincinnati's Great 
Hall (locatt!d in Tangeman Cen~r). 
•':• 
Although the open house is not 
specifically for students, Fr. Deters 
reports that "we would like to see · 
as many students as possible by all 
means. We also invite all faculty 
members to bring their husbands 
or wives." 
The informal reception is free 
and open to all students in 
Cincinnati. It is anticipated that 
the cast of HAIR will perform as 
well as mingle and talk with 
students. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO .. ; · 
. . . . I ' -. • 
The first and second floors and 
the tenth floor recreation room will 
be open for inspection by all .. 
However, in the living quarters on 
the third through ninth floors, only 
certain rooms will be included in 
the open house. 
To see HAIR for $1.50 get your 
YFA membership befor~ Dec. 7. 
YFA members, however, are not 
required to attend the cast 
reception. Ail students are invited 
to the free reception whether they 
are YFA members or not. 
Nally Offers to Rap 
The other evening as I walked home from the office in a slight drizzle, 
the thought occurred to me that much of my daily work b_ivolves 
meeting with fellow administrators_ and student leaders. I asked mrself 
just how well do I know Xavier students - the commuter students and 
the dorm students whom I never see. The answer is obvious, not very 
well. 
In order to rectify this situation, I thought perhaps I should make· 
myself available to students in their natural environs. Starting .next 
Thursday afternoon, November 19, between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m., I will be 
on hand in the Brockman Hall lounge to rap with any student or group 
of student& about any topic they want to discuss. Then, after the 
Thanksgiving holiday, I ·will visit the Kuhlman and Husman Hall 
lounges iii the afternoon on December 3 and 10 respectively.. · _ 
In additio~ to meeting dormitory· students, I ·am anxious to receive . 
suggestions on an appropriate time and place where I can get togethl!r . 
with , commuter students. Commuters, quite often, have. been . µi,e 
"forgotten" students of our campus. If there is not an immediate place 
available, perhaps we can begin our rap sessions in the Grill. 
My genuine concern is to provide students with an opportunity to 
unload what they have on their minds. I really want to get "inside our 
students' minds." I want to know what students are thinking, what· 
their expectations are, and what they feel. Not only will I learn much 
from listening, but also I will be challenged and as a result, hopefully, I 
will be better prepared to serve Xavier's students. 
Patrick J. Nally 
Dean of Students ...... ' 
EDITOR-IN.CHIEF ................... ; ........... :·:; .. D. Gary Reed 
MANAGING EDITOR ..•••..... · ............. ·~ .• Paul F. McLauahlin 
-FEATURE EDIT<>~·: .. :'. ....•••....... · •....... PiUY A. Grifin -
SPORTS EDITOR ................••...•.•.•..........• · Dennia ~I 
EXCHANGE EDITOR ......••....•.......•....... Robert C. Herrinl 
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS ....................• Gregory X. Boehm, 
. - -· . . .. · ·,Phil A. Mullin 
PRODUCTION MANAGER ..... : : ..... : ............ Steve Goodman 
ASST. PRODUCTION MGR ...................... .Jamee Gruenwald 
EDITORIAL PAGE MANAGER ........ :· ... ......... Ferd Kleinhaua 
CIRCULATION MANAGER ............ , ........ , ..... Gregory Keer 
REPORTERS ........................... Mike Myers, Bob Heleringer,. 
. John Blanchard, Eric Wentz, Al Jacobs, 
John Layne, Jim Lynch, Mary Hayes, 
Diane Bieliauskae, Mike Mad1ea 
MODERATOR ............................... -............. J~hn Getz 
BUSINESS MANAGER .................................. Jjack Jeffre 
BUSINESS ADVISOR ........... ; .................. Vincent Coil~llo 
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY WITH IDENTIFICATION 
s 12so OPTICAL 
• SERVICE 
NOW OPEN . ~ ·, ' . 
In The Norwood Plazti<', .... 7.'._'. . 
·J, . 
Montgomery & Ivanhoe·:· 
'' ... ~ '-~ r; ! :: 
Eye Exa~~~ation.;_ (]2;,-r~· 
. By Appointment · .((;1(1 .) , ..~. 
. . . . ~ 
Only ... · . ·. · . 
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Garga~o Draws 'Big-Name' Groups 
by PEGGY GRIFFIN 
"Why can't Xavier get big-name 
entertainment?" That · was the 
question. Senior Jim Gargaro was 
the answer. 
Jim, who is a political-science 
major, has been responsible for 
contracting some of tl~e most 
Faculty Retreat 
To :Segin Friday 
(FAX) The Campus Ministry 
Office reminds faculty members 
and their wives to remember the 
Faculty Retreat . Weekend it is 
sponsoring. at the Milford Youth 
Retreat House November 20-22. 
popular groups in the 
entertainment business today for 
the Xavier community. · 
As social chairman, Jim feels 
that "students wili pay the price for 
entertainment they want to see. 
They would rather see big-name 
groups than insignificant people, 
naturally." 
The "GueBB Who" was one of the 
most popular groups to do a concert 
at Xavier in recent years. It has 
become· common knowledge that 
"Chicago'~ will pay a visit to Xavier 
on November 21, and Jim 
announced that final negotions are 
being mP.de to book "The Fifth · 
Dimension" for Mardi Gras 
weekend in February. 
of entertainment. I'll being in the 
best groups . I can. But I need · 
student support. It's a two-way 
street." 
Jim went on t& say that he was 
not · really worried about' the 
_Novembe~.- concert "because 
"Chicago has sold out every, other 
place they've gone to this year. 
This is the hottest group in the 
country right now. The best group 
and a chance· to make a 
profit-that is what you' pray for . . 
when you book any group." 
All proftts frOm these concerts go 
The retreat weekend starts at 8 
a.m. Friday, Nov. 22, .and ends 
Sunday at about 2:30 p.m. Faculty 
members may bring their spouses; "As for Spring Weekend, we 
cost for the weekend is set at $18 don't know anyt~ing definite y~t," 
er erson and $35 per couple. Jim stated. "We ve bee~ talking 
to the Student· Government. 
"Funds are used to · pay daily 
expenses, loans and such to 
various university organizations, . 
and as a pad to book the next · 
concert. If we had enough money, 
we could bring in speakers like 
Dick Gregory-but we must make a 
profit first.'' · 
p p . about "Three Dog Night" or 
For additional i~formation "Santana", but we're still open for 
contact Rev.· Albert Bischoff at suggestions at this stage of the 
The "Chicago" concert will be a 
sit-down concert. "We decided on 
this type for format for a variety of 
reasons," Jim stated. "We can .fit· 
more people into the fieldhouse. It's 
easier in keeping track of ticket 
sales-we only have one price to 
run. But most important, the 
audience is more responsive. The. 
Kuhlman Hall, ext. 3611. game.'' 
Plan to Boycott Senate 
(Continued from page 1) 
accepted in its present form and 
then later amended, adding, "This 
is the way democracy works." 
Senator Mike Coffee agreed with 
Father Nieporte that immediate 
acceptance of the Constitution 
would facilitate the working of the 
University Senate, but "voting for 
it (the Constitution) would be going 
against our principles." Senator 
Tom Lavin asked Father Nieporte 
if he "called it democracy when one 
man can decide what is to be 
brought before the Board of 
Trustees?" Father. Nieporte 
declined to answer because the 
question was "off. th~ track." 
Senator Lavin argued that Father 
Nieporte should take the Senate's 
proposal and the Constitution 
before the Board of Trustees in 
order to get their reaction. The 
Board, Father Schmidt thought, 
would refuse the Senate's proposal 
because the committee that 
formulated the Coristitution would 
have to be called ihto being again. 
Senator Bob Hubba~d asked if 
the Student Senate had the power 
to call this committee . into being 
again. President Thiron replied 
that only the President of the 
University had this power because 
he formed the original .Committee. 
If the committee reconsiders its 
proposal and then goes to the 
Board of Trustees, ·then ·a second 
Constitution can be considered. 
Noting that the Homecoming 
Weekend had not been as big a 
success as anticipated, Jim' 
commen~d, "The concert paid for 
itself as far as the group was sit·down situation seems to 
concerned. And it was one of the · generate more excitement. People 
smoothellt run~ing concerts I've . rush to get good seats and they are 
ever seen hP.re. We just didn't get excited while waiting for the group 
back the money put out for to come on stage." 
advertising and production 
expenses." 
Jim also indicated that he had 
expected greater student support. 
"From indications from other 
members of the committee, it 
appears that students begin to take 
for granted the booking of a group 
and don't realize the dire need of 
their support. If we don't have 
student support for "Chicago" we 
·~·"•ill p:-obah!y have no ~ontruct 
with "The Fifth Dimension" and 
possibly no contracts for the rest of 
the school year." 
"Lack of student support 
indicates to the administration 
that students don't want this kind · Jim Gargaro 
DAMON'S 
BARBER SHOP 
NORWOOD PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
FOUR BARBERS AT YOUR SERVICE· 
Open daily 9 'till 7 ·and on 
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f.()RUM CLUB 8t APARTMENTS 
• Student Lease's (3-6-9-Months) 
· • Located 10 Minutes from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished 8i. Unfurnished 
• First Half Month's Rent Free 
717 Dixmyth Avenue-Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Saturday 9a.m.-6:30p.m.-Sunday 12-4 
Call: 552-7777 (After 7 p.m. 851-4530) 
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Perspective: 'Annual Fall Mania' 
. . . ,;~~~ii~ . 
Cherry Itemizes Football Re~enues. 
by JIM LYNCH nothing. The score clock operator· play~ at night, we have to pay for· 
At every game, there are and announcer both work for about electricity for both · light and 
numerous people who work and $1.50 per hour. The ball boys get scoreboard. If the game is during 
have to be paid. These include: about $0.75 an hour, and the the day, we still have to pay for the 
ticket takers, ushers, ticket· sellers, ambulance attendant works for scoreboard. 
· 5 referees, a trainor, managers, ball not~in.g: The peopl~ who wo~k as . · Also, McCafferty has to check a 
boys, an announcer, a score dock statisticians also do it for nothmg. number of things. He checks motel 
operator, security poJice, and 
. parking lot attendants. 
However, Mr. Cherry noted that 
many ·of these work for almost 
Xavier has to pay for the filming The football team he also 
of every game. There are also bills-'. pointed out makes mo~ey on each 
for tape, braces, laundry. away game. Here's how it works. If 
After every game the stands have a team wants to play us away from 
to be cleaned and the field has to be home they call Jim McCafferty, 
patched up by the groundskeeper... Athletic Director, and offer him a 
During the past year, some guarantee to play their team. 
people have seriously questioned Unless the figure is unusually high, 
the role of football in the Xavier he says he'll let them know. The 
·community, most of them other school probably tells him he 
questioning it from a financial has 30 days to make up his mind. 
standpoint. Then, Mr. McCafferty does a cost 
. · · . In answer Mr. Jack Cherry, 
;~~.'.:_~:~ Sports Information ~ J?irect.or,. 
f'~:<\· :: pointed out some of the costs and 
('/.~,').:; revenues from football for the 
analysis oon how much it ·would 
cost Xavier to play the game. If the 
game is.~ut.of-state,.he usually has. 
to find out how much it would cost 
to charter a plane. Mr.· Cherry 
pointed out that it costs more to 
travel in a regular plane than it 
does to charter a plane. 
, .. . ,,J. :'~ . News. 
' .' '/ U ~ First of all, as soon as a home 
. I ·ii'·'.'., I football game starts, a number of 
.Jack Cherry· expenses are incurred. If a .game is (Continued on page 8) 
. . ' 
American Athletics and the Warrior Ethos .. ,.···~-
by· ERIC WENTZ 
There is a tendency in history for 
people to react against what has, 
for whatever short a period of time, 
glamorously dominated an aspect 
of their lives. They may react for 
personal reasons reflecting a sort 
of mental or even physical fatigue 
with that aspect of their life. Or 
their reaction may be due· to a 
genuine repulsion toward incipient 
and yet prospectively injurious 
elements strewn within the texture 
of an ever-evolving or changing 
society. The changing American 
attitude toward sports reflects this 
sort of glamorization-then 
"reaction against" attitude 
interwoven into the fabric of many 
People's history. 
The changing American attitude 
toward sports is reflected in, many 
areas. But the changes. in sports 
themselves are much more 
apparent. During the 1960's 
football underwent a drastic 
transformation both in t.erms of its 
attainment of a great.er audience as 
well as its int.ensification of 
training prograins. The world · of 
track saw virtually ever world 
mark of the 1950's fall once during 
the sixties, and then fall again to 
atill another contestant. Basketball 
and baaeball underwent similar 
transformations. Yet, what might 
well ~lipse the adulation that 
Americans heaped upon the super 
stars of the sixties is a questioning 
of that fundamental principle at 
the source of all highly competitive 
athletics'. At this source lies a 
notion of individualism and its 
virtues as reflected in the American 
warrior ethos. 
"Warrior ethos" may ·seem a 
peculiar term . to . S:J,J)iy··:· to 
caused people to label Vince 
Lombardi' and' others like him . as 
nothing less great. But what may 
bti. important in· attempting to 
analyze the reasons for associating 
the discipline of certain sports, 
especially football, with "the 
fascistic type of mentality" is the 
implied connection thereby made 
not only between athletics and the 
military, but also between sports 
and a nation's politics. 
competitive athletics,·· for its 
denotation suggests something. 
dealing with the military. Bui in 
fact, ·~warrior ethos" may seem 
totally inapplicable ·to the 
contemporary notion of the 
military man. This is especially so 
if one attempts to apply the term to 
our own military. Many of its 
members, due to the 
merchanization of practically all 
aspects of warfare, appear as The integral connection between 
trigger fingers for activating sports and politics has been 
destruction. The day of the affirmed most blatantly in the 
individual combatant whose exasperating events prior to the 
primary virtue lay in his own 1968 Olympics. The black athletes 
special prowess seems long gone. threatened to boycott the games in 
Yet, if one realizes that the most protest against American racism. 
widely acclaimed and universal of If nothing else, their threatened 
all athletic competition, the means of drawing attention to the 
black man's plight was a political 
Olympics, is a modern revival of tactic. The same athletes . black 
antiquity's way of paying homage 
Power Salute dun'ng ceremon1'al to its fittest warriors, the. presentation of awards to 
integration of the militay and themseleves is but a another 
competitive athletics becomes more 
apparent. The fact that the warrior example. of the coptiection between 
ethos, for example, can ·be readily sports and politics. 
viewed as the underlying source The above mentioned incidents 
which fost.ered a desire to attain do not necessarily represent the 
success in the first Olympics politicalization of sports. The 
reflects the int.egral connection Olympiea have long been contested 
between athletics and a peoRle'e · by at~letes . who su~po.sed~y 
military. · symbolize one race or nation. It is 
' - "it may at first seem superfluous this symbolic significance that 
to link athletics and a pe<iple's partially explains some of the 
military. But Dave Meggysey, a reason.s for which athletic 
former St. Louis Cardinal competition between the Unit.ed 
linebacker, has applied the States and the Soviet Union has 
violence and fanaticism of football been especially tense during the 
to a fascist, military state. His fifties and sixties. Both nations 
contention is that "blind obedience realized the Olympics were no 
to authority lends itself to the longer games, but, when perverted 
fascistic type of mentality." by the cold war, battlegrounds 
Still it was this seemingly where a nation of a Communist 
._ .... 
In a column in the Xavier News in 
October, 1968, Jack Murray referred to the 
"annual fall mania over dropping 
football." At that time he dismissed these 
charges and pointed to the strengths of 
the Xavier football program. 
But two years have passed ~nd the 
relevance of the football program is ·again 
under intense scrutiny for several pointed 
reasons. When Murray wrote his column, 
Xavier was at the peak of two winning 
seasons. At this moment the Musketeers 
are now approaching. the end of two 
disastrous seasons whose only . high 
points have been victories over the 
Quantico Marines. 
Today the University also finds itself 
faced with a serious financial situation. 
The budgets of nearly all University 
departments have been cut. Xavier can no 
longer compete in interscholastic forensic 
competition because the debating team 
had to be dropped due to financial 
difficulties, and the X.U. Players have 
been limited in the number of their 
performances for the same reason. 
With these factors in mind, the Xavier 
News is focusfng on the question of 
football at Xavier in this cover page 
sp~cial. Our staff has turned to university 
officials such as ·Mr. Cherry, Mr. 
McCafferty, and Mr. Vonder Haar for 
background information on the cost of 
football, the publicity factor, and the role 
of football in Xavier's total · athletic 
program. We might point out that Coach 
Selcer, the very man who could throw a 
.good deal of light on the present plight of 
.the football team, made himself 
unavailable for comment . 
The News also probed . outside the 
university for the alumni viewpoint and 
the comments of the news director of a 
local radio station. And Eric· Wentz's 
article considers football in •.the · )arger 
context of the violent and competitive 
nature of American society. · ' '.'. ~ ,; 
Through this special the News·hopes to 
pinpoint the serious athletic arid: 'financial 
factors that a football prog?a#}'; entails. 
The staff also hopes that the information 
presented will assist all members in 
formulating the academic, ·sc;cial;·· 'and 
athletic goals that will bring.i'.'8\1~.c~ss in 




ideology sent its contestants to war 
with the people of a republican 
democracy. 
as applied to football, "breeds ·; 
fascistic type of mentallty," then 
all sports, especially competitive 
ones, would be endangered. Neither 
football nor boxing could survive However, if one were to accept 
Meggysey's contention that 
authoritarian discipline, especially (Continued 011 paRe 6) 
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'Take Football Seriously Or Quit'· 
by PHIL MULLIN 
"Xavier will beat the Quantico 
Marines this weekend, fans; you 
had better bring your camera 
along .. .lt wouldn't be wise to bet 
your grocery money on the 
Musketeers this weekend, fans." 
If these remarks sound familiar, 
you probably heard them on the 
weekly predictions of area college 
football results by WSAI news 
director Chuck Bolland. When 
interviewed last week, Bolland 
revealed why he tends to treat 
Xavier football harshly. 
Athletice 
(Continued from page 5) 
under a full-fledged onslaught of 
an otherwise admiring American 
public. Yet, if the prospect of sports 
in this country is continually 
politicized, the danger tO all 
collegiate and professional sports 
could be very significant. 
The danger is that, as in politics 
in which one statement or principle 
may be taken out of context and 
fervently, evenly fanatically 
supported, so too many may be led 
to maintain that all competitive 
sports are ha'.macu1. The fact that 
certain psych.ologists ·haven't 
taken competitive sports into their 
domain reflects the critical 
analysis already IJeing_'undertaken. 
And yet.'.'~.;· ofte~ happens, the 
general public may be exposed to 
only the negative aspects of 
competition. So instead of being 
told that athletic competition is 
injurious when winning becomes 
the sole means for expression of 
personal worth or becomes an 
individual obsession, the general 
public may be blasted by headlines 
and commentary implying that all 
athletic competition is dangerous. 
If this information is distt.11·t.ed, 
the average citizen, especially the 
young, will be given a prejudiced 
view of athletics. And the emotion 
alism that people might otherwise 
spend enjoying some athletic 
recreation will be spent reacting 
agianst, not necessarily· the bad 
"Xavier should take football ·necessary to add an eleventh game 
seriously or quit interscholastic ·as an added source of revenue." 
competition," Bolland remarked. Bolland suggested that Xavier 
"For one thing, the publicity value might look to junior college 
of Xavier football will suffer. I athletes as a potential source of 
originally came from Seattle and talent. "These athletes have had 
Xavier is fairly well known on the valuable experience and often are 
WestCoast. in dire nee.d. of financial 
"I don't mean to imply that assistance," he added. 
Xavier is regarded as a major Bolland linked some of the 
football power, but Xavier scores football problems at Xavier with 
are carried in all the major the shifts in attitude that are 
newspapers and the name of effecting college campuses 
Xavier is well recognized by most· nationwide. He maintains that 
football fans. When I came to students are far more serious than 
Cincinnati six months ago I was ever before and consider many 
expecting the Musketeers to field a elements of the whole football 
reasonably good football team. atmosphere as frivolous. 
Obviously, they haven't." 
"Many students just don't care 
The WSAI news director for the 'rah-rah' activities that 
remarked that perhaps it is .college football symbolizes," 
unfortunate · that Xavier's Bolland said. "This is evidenced by 
reputation throughout the country the recent satires on homecoming 
is primarily for its athletic teams. activities. Last year at Western 
"It's like a father with two sons, State the finalists in the 
one a star quarterback, the other a homecoming queen competition 
brilliant student," Bolland were a pig, a boy, and a girl in that 
continued. "Although may he order." ' 
outstanding in their own area, it's . 
generally the quarterback who .. 'f!ie contemporary. e~phas1s on 
catches the limelight and public . doing your own !hmg h~ also 
attention." m~uenced football s populan~ •. he 
claimed. "The sports requinng 
Bolland pointed out that even individual effort, such as 
larger schools are experiencing swimming and tennis, have been 
difficulty in administering their enjoying a revival, while group 
football programa. "Washington sports like football have been on 
and Washington State's thedecline." 
participation in . the Pacific Eight Bolland adds that football 
Conference is a prime example," no 
Bolland related. "Jim Owens; the long~r . has the monopoly on 
coach at Washington, was lucky campus entertainment it once had. 
this year in recruiting several key "The Satu~day ~ootball game used 
players. Part of the recruiting to be a must . for the college 
problem on the West Coast is due to. st~dent, but now it has to compete 
the aura and mystique that with .many ,, other forms of 
surround southern California and entertamment. 
attract high school football stars to Bolland contends that the very 
USC and UCLA. values that college students -are 
"Teams on the coast have also rejecting are the same ones that 
felt the monetary pinch. Although older P.eople enjoy i~, college and 
attendance· is usually good, both pro~ess1?~al football. It becomes ?, 
the Washington clubs consitlered it ~emi-~ehgious pageant for them, 
aspects of competition, but against .. . ,, . . . . .. . . . 
sports in general. Distortion of the Talk 1s chear, the saymg goes .. mtramurals provided with its own 
Colleges Drop Football; 
Boost BB, lntramurals 
truth concerning their value is but And that's probably why there's so field. 
one of the dangers in allowing ·much of it at Xavier about dropping Marquette, however, has a larger 
sports to become politicalized. The football. Everyone thinks the male enrollment (7250), and more 
ensuing result might be a severe program is expensive, but nobody extensive facilities (three football 
weakening of the warrior ethos. who knows seems willing to say. fields, a 20,000-capacity stadium, 
As farfetched as this might seem, But, think for a minute, what and an 11,000 arena). Here, again, 
the connection between athletics would happen to other sports on basketball receives much publicity, 
·and the military is apparent. For campus if football were dropped? as do intramurals. Interestingly, 
example, it is no mere coincidence Looking at Ohio colleges with both schools are Jesuit and Xavier 
that a questioning of the value of enrollments similar to X·offers few basketball foes. 
the competitive aspects of sports, suggestions, since most have Xavier, with football, holds an 
especially football and other brutal existing football programs. ·intramural program about as 
sports, should occur during a Dayton a popular Xavier extensive as Dayton's, and a 
similar period of de-emphasis on footl:•all fo~, has a male enrollment .basketball sch~dule of -highly-rated 
the value of military training in (who cr,tistitutes the participants· opponents. Mm us football, the 
this country. Yet, to attack and most of the spectators) of 5000, ~re~d from those schools me~tioned 
competitive athletics in general compared to Xavier's 2200. The md1cates hea~y emphasis on 
without realizing their good school's football and basketball basketb.all and mtramurals. 
qualities is also fool-hardy. programs together with other 
Hopefully, those people who are intercollegiate programs are solid,· 
today demeaning sports, or merely and UD has a fair selection of 
questioning their value, will intramurals. 
properly esteem the virtues of John Carroll University in 
athletics in their final assessment. Cleveland is similar to Xavier. JCU 
And despite their objections to the is a Jesuit-run. college with an 
nature of competitive athletics, let enrollment of about 3000, and there 
them realize that a warrior ethos is has also been talk here about 
deeply ingrained within the fiber of dropping football. Stadium and 
any successful nation. And even fieldhouse facilities there are 
though its ultimate manifestation smaller, but the school participates 
may be had only in war, it should in the President's Athletic 
be realized that sports, even those Conference, and has a rather good 
such as football and boxing, merely intramural department in extent 
reflect this ethos. and facilities. 
Athletics themselves cannot Cleveland State University has a 
engender it, athletics' abolishment male population of 3600. Football is 
cannot force the destruction of the not played there on either the 
ethos. Yet, a danger in assessing intramural or intercollegiate levels. 
the harmful aspects of any sport is Basketball receives much publicity, 
that the warrior ethos, as reflected and intramurals enjoy a fair 
in war and militarism, will often, prominence in numbers and 
and unfortuantely, be equated with equipment. 
the competive especially brutal University of Detroit, 4022 
athletic competition. But even enrollment, dropped football after a 
politicalization of the issues should flurry of student demonstrations a 
not hide the fact that competitive few years back. Basketball receives 
sports are but a reflection and not heavy emphasis at the school, and 
the source of the warrior ethos. some has spilled over to 
• • 
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Serious -Football 
he ·p01rits out. "Football,. which its .Bolland remarked that most fans 
rules and order, is extremely are not so much concerned with 
predictable; fans enjoy thili aspect whether their team wins or loses, 
of the game because real life iii so but rather if they play an exciting 
often disordered and game. 
unpredictable." "If a team can't play at least an 
The WSAI news · · director 
concluded by asseting his belief in 
Grantland Rice's maxim that "it's · 
not so much whether you win or 







exciting game today when 
competition for the entertainment 
dollar is so intense, I ·don't see how 
it can expect to attract students, 
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-~ ... 'Xavie~ ls On The Way Back' I 
.by Jim McCafferty. · ·· We feel that our athletic program ready to fight you every step of the 
First, on behalf"' of the Xavier. a~ Xavier is growing right along way, and I've never seen a Xavier 
Univeristy Department of with the teams that we compete team in any sport throw in the 
Athletics, I would like to express with. We are very enthusiastic towel." 
my appreciation to the Xavier about t?e fine coaches that we have There are so many things that a 
News for offering us the at Xavier and the number ~f fine young man can derive from 
opportunity to speak with the ath~etes that we now have m the athletics, which are certainly too 
students via the News. vanous programs. numerous to go into here; and I 
Recently I had the opportunity to It has been a rocky road these don't just mean as a participant, 
spend some time with Denny King, past couple of years, but ~a vier .is ?ut also as a fan, a follower, and an 
XU Sports Editor,. and we on the w~y back; ~e will agam mterested party. 
discussed the Xavier Athletic soon attam the high level of There will always be people who 
program, where it has been, where success that students s~ek and do not want athletics, and these 
it is, and where it is going. des~rve. dSu~cess. doesn th ~.me same people will be "anti" a Jot of 
This is my 14th year in athletics easi. y, an t ere is no sue t mg things, too. But, I don't think you 
at Xavier, and in that period of as mstan~ ~~ccess; hut we have will find students who want 
f 1 h t b f. made the m1t1al steps and- we are thl tics who are "aginners ,, 1me ave seen a grea num er o on the right path a e . . . ' 
changes in athletics as related to · because athletics teaches positive 
. Xavier. I have seen the level of There is an old adage in athletics thinking, and much more is 
competition upgraded, new and that the pen.dulum always swings accomplished in this life by the 
spectacular athletic plans, more hack, either from success or from a positive thinkers. 
varsity sports, larger coaching low level. Just a few years ~go, We have seventeen people 
staffs a great increase in the Notre Dame was on the low Side, employed in the athletic 
num~r of coll-e students and a but now they are on top once again. d 1 ve • will be department, an seventeen peop e 
owaat deal more inte·res· ton the part So it · with Xavier. o d ... - welcome your support. ur oors 
of the student.a in athletics; not as In the past two years we have are always open, · and we'll be 
just fans attending a gaine, but as counted our pennies closely and happy to speak with you at any 
student.a who want to be a part of have tried to spend our dollars time. 
·the program. · Wisely. At the NCAA Convention 
In our travels around the nation, in January the membership is 
I seldom see any student body that going to review a very 
is as active in their support of an comprehensive financial study of 
athletic program as are the college athletics. I feel quite certain 
students at Xavier. that the membership will in yoke 
I new legislation in the number of n the past several years, our thl t• ts d · th fi Id f 
I d h ~ be a e1cgran an in e e o · won- ost recor s ave not en · 'ti ' . 
among the best, but despite this the recrui ng. 
students have as much and We will favor such a plan 
- perhaps more, spirit than ~t any because it will be advantageou.s to 
other time since I have been here. our coaches and our program, smce . 
Our student attendance at home those schools now spending huge 
games, and at games played near amounts of money will he 
enough where they can attend, is harnessed, and thus brought back 
still very high, and students' closer to our level. 
positive support is very vocal. Our athletic program is well' 
Students are to be commended received around the nation, and 
for this. Visiting coaches, press, this is a direct compliment to the 
and athletic directors of visiting young men who have. rlip~esented 
institutions frequently speak to ·me ~sin co~pe~ition. The XaVier name 
and compliment students' conduct m athletics is a respected one, and 
and support. In fact, at the last the fighting spirit of our teams has 
(FEW) nationally televised long been admired. 
basketball games the producer of As one area Ath!,.tic Director told 
TV Sports Inc. told us that they like : the . press, "I don't know w~at 
to do games from Xavier because of . Xavier has. I only know that Ive 
support at the games. never seen them when they aren't 
Vonderhaar Impresses 
Value of XU Football 
If football were discontinued at win~ing seaso~s in the future - as 
Xavier, the university's image has happened in the past; but 
. would very definitely be affected by beyond this, he sees a value in 
the change. But how much would it- football deeper than just winning 
he affected and would this he a or losinl!'. 
~hange for' the better or for the Mr. Vonderhaar believes that the 
worse? To get an answer to this ultimate value of sports at Xavier is 
question we went to · Mr. Ed a better education for students via 
Vonderhaar, vice president in athletic scholarships. 
charge of Public Relations and Mr. Vonderhaar feels the players 
Development. perform a.servic~ to the com.mun~ty 
- a service which the umvers1ty 
. Mr. Vond~rhaar" defines the recognizes by awarding them 
image of, X~vier as. th.~ sum total scholarships. In this way, students 
of ?eop!e s impressions about the who might not otherwise be able to 
umvers1ty. And one of the best attend Xavier can do RO. 
ways to make a good impressicn on But are not other students 
people is to have a good football engaged in activities equally 
team. For example, on Nov. 8, the beneficial to the extracurricular 
Cincinnati Enquirer devo\ed half atmosphere at Xavier: members of 
of the front page of its sports student government, editors on the 
section to the Xavier-Quantico News, etc? Why should athletics be 
game. Mr. Vonderhaar believes_ specifically rewarded? And since 
this is the kind of publicity Xavier Xavier's primary purpose is 
needs: it stirs up interest educational, should not most 
throughout the community, it scholarships be awarded on an 
reminds the alumni that Xavier is academic basis? 
still a ~oi~g concern and can s~i!l Mr. Vonderhaar is opposed to a 
put th,!~r gi~1! to. good use, ar.d its policy of exclusively granting 
free. , . scholarships on the basis of. 
Thats fine for the Quantico intellect - for a high I.Q. is only a 
game, but what about the other 9 gift of God as is a good physical 
games in the season? A headline of build. Still, his defense of the 
Xavier-0, Opponent-20, can only be inordinate amount of money given 
expected to inspire interest in th~ to athletics reflects the controlling 
most die-hard fans. In a losing influence of alumni grants. He 
season, the paid attendenc~ . at points out that the university 
game~ decreases .ar:id the pubbc1ty receives approximately $500,000. 
hen~f1t~ are negligible: footh~ll at. per year in gifts. "How much of the 
Xavier is currently an economically alumni support would decrease .if 
losing venture. Of course, Mr. there were no football team to 
Vonderhaar expects the current remind them of the university," he 
season to be compensated by asks. · · · 
SONATA 1400 
ALSO ISO TO 1975 
APOLLO S7!50 TO 10,000 JUDO 1300 
WEDDING RING 150 
Say "I love you" in a special way ... with a 
Keepsake diamond ring. Perfect quality, trade-in 
value and protection against loss. There simply is no 
more special gift than a Keepsake. . . 
Keepsake® 
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INv:rt:ED 
Zeff.S 
750SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
731-1800 
712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY 
261-7694 
8TH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY 
261-4183 
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL 





Plus an outstanding 
cast of stars in .•. 
"SWING OUT SWEET. LAND" 
Duke does his ·first 
TV special for the 
King of Beers," ... 
and that ii special! 
Sunday, Nov. 29 
8:30-10 P.M. EST 
NBC-TV 
(Check for local time and station) 
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Cherry Itemizes Football Costs, Revenues, Advantages 
(Continued from page 5) people would come back if we didn't Mr. Cherry also pointed out some Doesn't She Really 
prices, the meal prices at the have a Homecoming Game. other very interesting facts. He 
motels, a~d the ·cost of bus Mr. Cherry pointed out that there said that every school that drops 
t~ansportation to and from the are over 70 kids in the band; football experiences 3 things: 1) 
airport and to and from the motel. cheerleaders, and on the football Alumnae gifts drop, 2) Students • 
Want A Ring From 
Ne.wstedt-Loring Andrews? 
Then, if Mr. McCafferty feels team. He feels that all of their don't have anything to do until 
that their first offer was too low he parents would give less if football basketball, 3) you lose T.V., radio 
asks them for more. In this way, he was dropped. . wire service and newspaper 
can be sure we'll make money. Cherry also said that Xavier gets coverage. 
Mr. Cherry went on to point out a publicity through T.V., radio, At every school which dropped 
number of._~id_~en revenues that the newspapers. Every time the team football that Fr. Paul O'Connor 
football pr~gram brings in. Every plays, the results are reported we_nt to, they strongly advised him 
year, certain .alumni members through all 3 of these mediums. not to drop football for the pre-
across the C()Untry collect for the This coverage would be impossible mentioned reasons. 
L.E.F. (Li\i~!I Endowment Fund). to get if we didn't have football. It Mr. Cherry also cited some 
Many of:· those who collect, he would be impossible for the examples of schools that dropped 
pointed out; . are. former football University to pay for it. football. He specifically mentioned 
players. "How many of ~hese Every year, the marching band Fordham, NYU, the University of 
former players :?uld collect if we plays at one of the Bengals games, Detroit, and Santa . Clara 
dropped football. asked Cherry. during half-time. Thus far, every University. He noted that all of 
Xavier has to pay every team time the band has played, they've them had at least packed up club 
that comes into town a pre- been on national T.V. This extra football again, and-Santa ··clara-
determined price, called a coverage would cost many resumed major college football last 
guarantee. Mr. Cherry noted that if thousands of dollars. year. Cherry noted that, with club 
you don't do this, its almost If you don't have football and football, you have every expense a 
impossible to schedule games. This you tear down the stadium . you major college football. team has, 
is natural. Everyone wants to be won't have a place to ' hold except for scholarships. He 
sure that they'll make money on graduation, (the gym Cherry said, s~spects that ~ll of these schools 
the game. is too small) and you would have to will resume ma1or college football. 
As far as revenues go, Xavier pay to have it off·campus. Also, Mr. Cherry said, as a final 
collects from 6 major sources at all you'd have no place to have the remark, that he hopes, and is 
home games. These include: 1) intra-mural championship, Xavier almost certain, that Xavier will 
~program sales, 2) ticket sales, 3) Co·ed vs. Mount St. JcJeph game, continue major college football. 
concessions, 4) parking, 5) etc. 
(For men's eyes only: The lowest 
prices in town ... surp.rising, but 
it's true. , . divided payments ... no 
finance charges. Set shown is $300. 




4th St. Downtown • Hyde Park Square 
' 
4 
advertisingintheprograms,and6)----------------,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,.. ...... ,.. ... ,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,.. ... ,..,..,..,..,..,..,.. ... ,..,.. ..... ,.. ........ llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii...., .. ,.. __ .,. 
part of the student general fee. 
Mr. Cherry pointed out that the 
football program gets a very small 
part of the general fee. He said: 
"Many groups, such as the drama 
club get part of it. Of the part we get 
we have to divide it between. 
intramurals, basketball, baseball, 
tennis, golf and football." 
Every year, many alumni from 
all over the country come back for 
the Homecoming Game. Also many 
of these people make a 
contribution, large or small, when 
they come llack.:.iiow many of these 
Listen for 
the sounds 
of love ... 
Where do you hear them? 
In a plea for help from 
someone who needs it? In a 
dialogue between students and 
the Establishment? Jn a talk 
session for a marriagc-on-thc-
rocks? At a Catholic Mass 
conducted in an Episcopal 
Church? 
You'd be surprised. 
The sounds of love arc 
everywhere - anyone can 
hear them. If they listen. 
The Paulists listen. But, 
like everything in life, the 
things that matter most are 
the hardest 
It isn't easy being a Paulist. 
But then, the best things in 
life never are. 
If you are interested in 
more information about the 
Panlist priesthood, write to: 





415 West 59tb Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
It can make things work for you. 
It's that kind of book. 
Read your ~ible. You'll see. 
If you don't have a Bible of your own, 
we'll send you one for a dollar. 
Hard cover and everything. 
Just one should do it. 
The Bible lasts a long time. '. 
...... . ........ . I•. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . . . . 
National Bible Week Committee 
P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station 
New York, New York 10023 
Good. I'm sendln1 yau one dollar. 
Please send me one Bible. 
NAME ____________ _ 
ADDRESS ___________ _ 
CITY _____ STATE __ ZIP __ _ 
. 
: ................. . 
30th Annual National Bible Week, November-22·29, 1970. An lnt~rfaith effort. 
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An.Alumnus Comments I 
· · UC Film Series 
Deposi_t Football In Xavier Attic? · · 
by JOHN BLANCHARD .. · · . . We have never polled the The excuse for d1scon~i;1uting the 
It happened this time last year alumni to determine their position program is there again this year. 
but, not for the first time. It was of whether or 1~ot to continue or Currently the team is struggling at 
just more open and pronounced discontinue the football program. I a one-win, eight-loss record. It 
than ever before. The excuse was can say that the current drive to would appear that those critics set 
there, a one-win and nine-lose raise athletic funds is having its on eliminating the progran:i have a 
- record. This record resulted in best year in several years. This little more wood to add to their fire. 
disappointing crowds and poor year we have some very strong It should be interesting ·to 
gate receipts. leadership leading the drive, and witness how things develop in the 
The IT is the controversy the men are doing a good job." area of ~sing football c.osts and of 
surrounding the continuance of the Mr. Lindsey also commented on th~ continuance of Xavier football. 
Xavier football program in light of rookie coach Dick Selcer. He stated Will _next year breed. the s8:me 
continued financial loss. Is there a that "Dick is a strong individual questions that have arisen dunng 
remedy, or is the program doomed and' I personally feel that fiven the last sev~ral years? ?r w~ll the 
to be deposited in the attic with time he can get the job done." n~x~ year witnes~ the silencing. of 
ther Xavier memories? entice, the reduction of a financial 
0 On soph quarterback Paul Joss connected with Xavier football 
Recently Mr. Paul Lindsey of the Smith, Mr. Lindsey had this to say: Joss connected with Xavier 
Alumni Association was asked to "Paul is a real sti"""r. He could be football and a return of an 
com?'ent on the status of the a real great one for u.;. '' increasi~g influence on campus of 
Xavier football program. Xavier football? 
... · .. ,,. 
All films are presented in 
the Great Hall, University Cen· 
ter, U.C. 
Popular Films: 
-Friday 7 p.m. 
Nov. 20-The Heart. is a 
· Lonely Hunter 
Dec. 4-The Lion in Winter 
International Films: 0 






Nov. 28-Sahnghi Express 
Top Artists! Malor Lahelsl 
Many, Many Morel· Classics Included! 
, Come Early lor Best Selection. 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE 
NOVEMBER 11th THRU DECEMBER 18th 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
"Get Your Favorites at BIC 1.'lseountsl 
Page 9 
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-Inte~Jace c.".11··. -===--------~-·Bob. Heleringer 
Carnaby Stre__et. Comes to Bellarmir,ie · 
' . .. ·. . .. ,. -
Two weeks ·'a'go, earnestly .. band members are leaping like sincerely hope the aforementioned 
desiring to fulfill ~me of my moral gazelles up and down .the aisles maxim will be remembered for 
obligations, I.attended a Sunday gladhanding everyone within • future events at Bellannine Chapel. 
night Mass at :our own Bellarmine reach, all the while loudly However, returning to this one 
Chapel. I might Just as well have proclaiming "Shalom" to the skies? Mass as the stick-out, the final · 
driven downtown to the Gaiety The answer is: I ca~'t and neither coup-de-grace was administered by 
Burlesque Theater, because that can anyone· else realistically. In Father Bischoff, who I am all for 
farci<'al, psuedo-Mass was the other words, thanks to our Campus ·sending back to the seminary to re· 
biggest throwback to Vaudeville Ministry, honest prayer with the study his "basic training." Before 
since Henny Youngman. It was, in Almighty at Mass is fast becoming the service concluded, Father B. 
effect, the most massive affront to a remote memory. gave one of his infamous 
everything I hold sacred in the Now: Before the entire ~arangues in~ocently labeled this 
Church-or what I used to hold population of liberal Catholics time as the announcements'. He · 
sacred-that I have ever witnessed. made a few funny w1"secra k proceeds to run amok, let me clarify . c s, 
The show began in the lobby that statement. (WARNING: All smile~ a lo~, and then, without 
where we were immediately th p t t t J 8 ddh' t warning, dehvered the cursher. He ose ro es en s, ews, u 1s s, d t d 
handed programs, Curtain time Jehovah's Witnesses, agnostics, ma. ~ an ou -~n -?ut plug for a 
was set for 7:30, but si"nce the band th · t d 1 1. · pohttc-al orgamzatton (a striking a e1s s, an genera re 1g1ous 1 . . needed time to warm up, the 1 t t · th d' h d ettuce umon, yet) grandlv entitling 
f 
. ma con ens m e au ience a it a "Christian committ~ent." No 
est1viti~s did not get underway better tune out now fur the ' 
until approximately 7:50. The tune- foliowing words I am certain will Father, a thousand times no! You 
up in itself was something to be most repugnant to you.) It used must never repeat that 
behold. The wandering minstrels to be, in the Catholic "old days", unexcusable irreverence again, for 
proceeded fo include the audience that we read the various prayers of if nothing else before was, that 
in an impromptu jam session. This the .Mass to ourselves ou.t of a ecclesiastical blunder made a 
particular quartet. was quite good; Missal (remember them?) Today we complete and total mockery of the 
assuring our cooperation all the chant, sing, or proclaim somewhat just-said, Mass. That brand of 
time with such ~xchanges as "Can the same words depending on the showmanship is great over at the 
y'all hear me way back there?" whim of the celebrant. But! By dorm, at a party, at a pep rally, or 
(Laughter) "Does anybody know reading the script oursleves, we at a funeral for a Communist. But 
·NATIONA.L. DRY 
CLEANE.RS 
1 HOUR CLEANING 
3 HOUR _SHIRT LAUNDRY 
TUXEDO RENTAL SERVICE 
NORWOOD PLAZA 
We Feature a 6-Point Cleaning Service 
• Perma-Power Dry Cleaning 
• Year-Round Moth Proofing 
• Sb.ing for that new look and feel 
• Minor repairs 
• Dust Covers 
• Pot'kets and Cuffs Electri~ally Cleaned 
WE INCLUDE ALL THE ABOYE SERVICES 
A1' NO EXTRA COST TO YOU 
STORE HOURS: 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. DAILY 
EXCEPT SUNDAY 
Phone 351-1688 
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER .STUDENTS 
AND FACUl,TY MEMBERS 
this qne?"~ (~ore laughter.) "Oh were able to garner the fullest never ag~in at a Sacrifice of the 
you do,JiUfa;..lfa I-iii;, -pointing t~ possible satisfaction. Ah, but ·not Mass. Beheve me, I speak out for a ,_ ________________________ _.iiiii;;;;liiiiiiiiiiiii 
an obliging friend. the parish understands these -~~~~~~~P~-~!'_l~!~~°.-~_Yself. :.f 
Ha ha?,!f. fn: ciii-e need ·
0
r some · prayers:My _·beloved friends; the With the blatant disrespect and 
fortitude, I thought back to the parish does not understand. the glaring, worldly 
resplend~nt.,scene from which the Neither does the commentator. commercialism of that Mass. 
Mass e.volv~ .. ,_The Last Supper. Neither does the lector. Neither do inundating me like the proverbial 
Here Chl'ist.;instit.uted the Mass the singers and dancers. Neither, if Red Sea, I thought of the Turd who,' 
and didi:rso; ini a solemn and you want the absolute truth, does in a rare moment of justified anger, 
sanctifiedimanner ... He did not, as I the priest-in most cases. physically ·drove ·the religious 
recall, invite up to their room a Effervescent descendents of th.e buyers and sellers out of His temple · 
local combo .. to. beat our the Twelve Apostles such as Fr. Klein, proclaiming, "Begone, for thou 
contemporary tu.ies of the day so Fr. Bischoff, and hundreds more hast made My house of worship · 
as to entertain His disciples. like them seem to have forgotten into a den of thieves!" If Christ · 
the ageless adage, "the rote saying would have been bodily present 
Where, oh, where does it say that of anything is the enemy of that desultory night at Bellarmine 
a Roman Catholic Mass should resemble a glprified rock festival? understanding." The extended Chapel, I am afriad He would have . 
The truth is that these productions prayer in unison is a modem likewise expelled the merry-makers 
are merely figments of the Church mechanism, which from His holy altar announcing in 
.· 
absolutely defies the rationale of Twentieth Century-ese, "Begone, 
imaginations of Xavier's two High Priests-Fathers Klein and the whole business, which is the for you have made My house of.,_....;.. __ .., 
Bischoff. In· their shallow attempts communication of meaning. · I worship into a night club!" 
to cater to their largely student SL l 
audiience; these men have defamed 
a basic institution of my religion, 
the Mass-a Mass that, in their 
interpretation, ' is some kind of 
"Happening." 
To me, the ·Mass used to consist 
of sincere refleetive thought on my 
life and my relation with God ... ho0w 
I could s'itengthen those relations. 
How in· 'ihe .deVil's world can I 
personaify, · •:•ccirrifuunicate" (pray) 
my innermost thoughts with Christ 
when the three concelebrants 
~priests),'~ih~r. attendents, and the 
.. PART TIME JOBS 
3 TO 11 SHIFT 
Work Any Two Evenings 
Plus. Saturday Day· Shift 
$75 per week Salary 
Call 621-4924 
Student Director 
Wish you were here. 
• 
wasserman 
&a!I race· st:ra•~ 
)ewelers for one generation. Yours. 
· 01970 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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In 14th Walsh Match 
XU RIFLEMEN OFF TARGET 
by TIM TEAHAN 
Pulling a repeat performance 
from last year, Xavier University's 
Rifle Team claimed the cellar in the 
14th Walsh Invitational 
Tournament last weekend. 
Some of the better teams from 
Midwestern schools took part in 
the invitational, including Murray 
State, Western Kentucky 
University, Eastern Kentucky 
University, Toledo University, 
University of Kentucky, University 
of Dayton, West Virginia 
University, University of 
Cincinnati, Morehead and Ohio 
State. 
The inVitational, sponsored by 
the National Rifle Association 
(NRA), is the first event in XU's 
Rifle Team's tOur. 
Later in the year the shooters 
The tar1ete are individually Because of the size of the 
scored by hand on a "Li1ht tournament, the co0peration of 
Bos," an instrument which the members of the Rine Team 
sends li1ht up throu1h the was "peatly appreciated," 
holes in the tar1et. An Major Drennan said. 
instrument called the "plug" is Anyone who is interested or 
used to measure the distance thinks he might have any talent is 
from any line. invited to the range to shoot a 
An NRA official is always reasonable amount of rounds to get 
present to make final. "the feel of the rifle." 
determination on close calls. The rifle range, located on the 
Maj. Drennan remarked that second floor of the Armory, is open 
many of the visiting coaches and from 12 noon to 4 P.M. during the 
shooters were very complime11tary ·week. Charge for using the range is 
of Xavier's range facilities: "they $5.00 for non-ROTC shooters and 
are by far the best in the Midwest, $4.00 for ROTC members per 
possible in the whole nation." semester. .__,... _ _..Mii -
Sports· Briefs 
More Problems For Kent 
take part in the NRA Reponal . ·b· y. 8·. ·0. •8 HYLE. . Tournament and in matches 
sponsored by the Ohio- 1 . . Carolina, which it lost. Earlier in Coach Se cer might have a little the aeuon Marshall had defeat.eel 
Kentucky Leape composed of trouble. preparing the Muske~ Xavierbyascoreof31-14. · 
colle1e teams in aouthern Ohio ~ •L:- L- final th 
andno!!ernMKkentucky. --.I ~:n;s;..;:~- seuon e WI tr:=/:c,!:urs::.n;e:.ch sports. Herr' Leads o. ffensive Li~e 
The .n.uae us eteers, compo~ The problem he faces ia whether. 
of two ROTC teams, . a .. V~ty . the Muskies are going to play The staff of the Xavier News In XU w· 0 Q t. 
squad and a coed te~, sixteen in Kent'svaraityorfreshmansquad. wishea to e:a:press its sympathy . ID· ~e.. uan ICO 
all increased appreciably over last to Marshall University and b JIM L . " 
ye:U. commented Maj. James Kent State Coach Dave especially to the families of the Y YNCH . "ON offense," he said, "you 
Drennan, Chairman of the Walsh PuddinltOn announced last dead pasaen1era. During the Quantico game, the know one mistake can kill a drive. 
·Invitational Thursday that he was • • • • offensive line seemed to come to With all the plays we have, you 
· resipin1 because of "campus 
The Meet was run under the negativism.'' After Kent lost to Mike Herr, offensive tackle, and life. They opened the holes ~ell ~nd ~lways have to be thinking to 
auspicies of NRA, usinl its Miami on Saturday, the players Ron Murray, center, have both gave quarterback Paul Smith time re~ember ,, your blocking 
riales and scorinl system. A said that unless Puddington been nominated to the All· ·.to ~hrow the ball. T?e result was 35 ·assignments. 
participant can 1ain a possible returned they (the team) would quit. American roster of the Collegiate pomts for the Muskies. Herr feels that this has been his 
total of 300 points, 100 points This would leave only the All-American Bowl to be played in · One of the outstanding lineman best year. He attributed some of his 
from each of three positions; the Tampa, Florida next month. · . during the Quantico game, and, for success to line. coach Coletto. "He .Freshman to go against 
prone, kneeling, and standing. Muskies. A v te will be tabulated within that matter, all season, has been taugh me a lot of techniques I never 
Shooters have 51 minutes to fire • • • • the n:xt two weeks which decide of~ensive tackle and co-captain kenw before," he said. 
at all three positions at targets 50 · whether or not Herr and Murray Mike Herr. Looking ahead to the Kent State 
meters from the shooter. On Saturday night a plane will actually be named to the squad. Mike ·began his football game, Mike feels that Kent's main 
Each target has a bullseye at.the carrying 37 members of the M . d t h career in his sophomore year at: assets are ·that they are big and . M · h II U · •t - i th ll . urraywassurprise o ear C . . . . r~ .. ·center and concentric lines ars a mversi Y 00 a f th · t" d th · amsius High m Bu aalo, New that they hit hard However he 
team and the coaching staff, 0 t.ll ednobmtina iotn anh erethis York. There, Mke lettered in noted that Nottingham got hurt radiating from the center. These s i ou as o w ere e 
crashed and burned, killing all . t" . . t d Th football, track, wrestling, and earily in the year and is now used lines are about the size of a bullet's 75 nomma ion origma e . e b b 11 H II . . . . ... diameter, so that if the gun is off passengers. . nominations come from ase a • e was a -city m pr1manly as a blocking back. If you 
just a fraction, many points can be, The team was returnii:tg from an coaches of the opposing teams,. both football and track. can. rem.ember, . it. was 
lost. afternoon game with East the coach of the player himself Originally, Mike didn't plan on Nottingham s !Ireat runmng. th?t 
is not allowed to enter one for coming to Xavier. He was supposed rea~ly demoralized the Muskies in 
X • S • 1 • T · Cl Fall one of his own players. to go the Syracuse University, but their game last year . . aVler al IDg . eam 08e8 M to ti I that the his guidance counciler told him As for his own future, Mike 
W• h Sh . W-•. A. SJU ft ll nom~::ir0:e;:s·naiec:~om either that he would be better off· hasn't made any definite plans yet. ll UlOUl ID l . ega 8, T M: hall since those attending a catholic institution. He's received a few "feelers" from 
· • w::P:c::rdingrsto him his best That's when Mike decided to. try pro-football team&; .. lllld h~ hopes 
• X.U. that he'll be drafted. However, if 
The Xavier sailing team rounded 'points. Third place went to S.I.U. at games. As a freshman hei:e, Mike had to that doesn't happen, Mike wants to 
. out one of their best seasons with a Evansville with 17 points. Herr hardly had time to be try out for the team as a walk-on. coach or go into physical therapy. 
shutout victory at Southern Illinois The regatta brought to a close the surprised. He didn't even know He made the team and found a 
University last weekend. The fall season for Xavier. The team is about the nomination until one position at offensive tackle. He's 
Muskie sailors, after narrowly looking forward to a successful of hie fellow p~ayera called his stayed there ever since. 
miaaing qualification to compete in . "th s nior Chris Coffinl attention to an article in the 
the Midweat · Championship in ::~'r:'man ePaul Sie1el. Coffins . Sunday mornin1 edition of the Many people think that tackle 
Dayton! Drop's 
Frosh 7-6 
Chicaao, were out to . redeem wu the team's "moat valuable Enquirer. . ~volvea all=wn d~iJ. no-braina. 
themaelvea on the Lake of E1YPt .in skipper" for the put two yean, and Head coach Dick Selcer . o:;v~~O d ; .... re~•· Ht! ' by TIM TEAHAN 
Carbondale. Sie1el in 1"ust his tint aeuon of. commented that he WU very happy nho :tw nth. ~ enael you f hi·~!- . Xavier'• Freahman Football 
· • . . . both H d M d ave o mp: a ove o ..... g hedul 
Under the direction of their collegiate competition 18 ~he· for err, a!1 urray an people and quick reflexes. On team finished their 1970 ac e 
racinl coach, Tom Gro1an, the number on ranked freshman sailor hopes. that both will make the final oftense you also have· to UM your with a 7-6 setback to the University 
Musketeers .aailed to an in themidwest. selection. head."• of Dayton frosh squad on Monday, 
unprecidented aix first places · Nov. 9, 1970. 
in sis racea. In torrential rains, Havin1 held each other 
35 de1ree temperature, and scoreless durin1 the first half, 
winds above 30 mph., ·skippers Xavier tallied first in the early 
Chris Coffing and Paul Sie1el part of the third quarter on an 
completely dominated the neet. eighteen yard aerial from 
The outstanding heavy, · Dwight Allen to Tom 
weather crews were• Tom . Firestone. Allen attempted a 
Nieders and Gary Meyer, with two point conversion pass play 
Lillian . Brinkman and Tom to Firestone, but failed, leaving 
Barrett as back-ups. the score 6-0 for the rest of the 
During the regatta three boats· third quarter· 
from other schools capsized, one jib Dayton got on the scoreboard 
sail tore apart, and five others were during the opening minutes of the. 
damaged. Xavier was able to keep final stanza with a onw yard 
it together until the end of the ·plunge by back Ed Zink. Flyer 
racing. Jerry Franklin kicked the extra 
Coffing and Nieders underwent a point, which was all the Dayton 
near miss when their boat went out team needed to pull off the victory. 
of control at a mark, but they 
recovered. In Siegel's last race, his 
boat nearly capsized and half filled 
with water. By he and Meyer 
hangin1 on and madly bailing 
they managed to cross the 
finish · line for· another first ·~ 
place. 
Behind Xavier's Winning 
points were the S.I.U. 
Carbondale Salukies with 
six 
at 
16 Ron Murray and Mike Herr 1 
Leading ground gainer for 
the Muskies was Allen who 
gained 53 yards on 8 attempts. 
Allen also tried his hand at the 
running back position and punt 
returner. 
The pass receiving column was 
led by Tim Cotton who caught four 
passes for 55 yards, followed by 
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2. 
~ 1. 
0. What's the oldest 
7.ilii_,.'IP!IP: __ r .· • ~. - ~ brewery In Milwaukee? 
~1 ·:,:-:::...,...,::·-.-,,_.p--#;:· .. "':'. ... ~ A. Last year Pabst Brewing Com-
. .-.-- · _, -· pany. the oldest in Milwaukee. cele-
brated 126 years of brewing great beer. And that's older 
than your father's, father's, father's. father's moustache. Which 
brings us to our point: if you believe that practice makes per-
fect, then you can't find a more perfect beer than a Pabst. 
Q. What should I serve when the boys drop over? 
A. The perfect beverage for moments of celebration 
and good fellowship like this is Pabst Blue Ribbon 
beer. Its good old-time flavor helps break the ice 
and get the party rolling. 
lvarrthing Tau'va llwa1s 
lantai ta !Daw lbaut Baar 
3. 0. Who are these guys? . · 
A. This is a group photo of our bowling 
team. It was taken in 1893, the year 
Pabst won the Blue Ribbon as Ameri· 
ca's best beer. We stilr brew our beer 
the old-time premium way:Our bowling 
team hasn't changed much either. 
... But Iara llraid ta lsk 
4. 
5. 
0. What are these horses trying to pull? 
A. They're pulling one day's production of Pabst beer. This often caused 
traffic jams outside the brewery. These tieups were the results of efforts 
to supply the increasing demand for Pabst. A demand that has remained 
unquenched to the present day. 
0. How is Pabst 
brewed? 
A. 1. Choice hops 
are gathered and 
placed here. 86. 
Then we mix in 
only the best 
grains. 22. Then . 
the beer is allowed to brew slowly and naturally. 64. Look closely. 
This is a secret process that gives Pabst its good old-time flavor. 
(Ill 
\ 
, ~ I > • ' " ' ' ' •' 
6. 
0. What'll you have? 
A. Pabst Blue Ribbon.because 
it has something no other 
beer has ... good old-time 
flavor. And if perchance we 
have not' covered every-
thing you've always wanted · 
to know about beer but 
were afraid to ask ... quell 
those fears. You'll find the 
answers to all your ques-
tions inside an ice-cold 
bottle or can • 
of Pabst. On 
second 
thought. 
why not buy 
a 6-pack? 
· It's our 
"refresher" 
course. 
I I I'·' •.I 
